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A B S T R A C T

For the last decade, crystallization kinetics of phase change materials has been intensively investigated by
molecular dynamics simulations. In particular, recent machine-learning potentials have advanced microscopic
understanding of crystallization behavior of phase change materials by overcoming the computational limit of
the density functional theory (DFT). Here we develop neural network potentials (NNP) for GeTe, an archetypal
phase change material, and study the crystallization of amorphous GeTe. Consistently with the previous lit-
erature, we find that NNP results in a very short incubation time and the crystallization completes within a few
nanoseconds, which is at variance with experimental measurement as well as DFT simulations. We show that
such deficiencies of NNP originate from overly flat fourfold rings in the amorphous structure. By including
explicitly relaxation paths from flat to puckered fourfold rings, we generate a modified NNP, which produces
medium-range orders that are more consistent with DFT. Using the modified NNP, crystallization simulations are
performed at two densities that represent partially or fully amorphized devices, and temperatures ranging from
500 to 650 K. At both densities, finite incubation times are clearly observed. In particular, the incubation time
under the partially amorphized device condition is found to be 7 or 17 ns, which is consistent with experiments.
By proposing a method to develop NNPs with correct medium-range order, this work will contribute to simu-
lating phase change materials more accurately and realistically.

1. Introduction

Phase-change materials display distinct optical and electrical
properties between crystalline and amorphous phases, which enables
applications to electronic and optical memory devices. In particular, the
phase-change memory (PCM) employing GeTe-Sb2Te3 (GST) pseudo-
binary compounds benefits from rapid phase-switching [1], low power
consumption [2], high thermal stability [3], and long cyclability [4],
thus attracting wide interests as a next-generation memory device.
Recently, a new type of memory architecture based on PCM was com-
mercialized [5–7], which makes potential use for faster storage or near-
memory application in data centers or workstations [8]. In addition,
variable resistance states in PCM is advantageous for neuromorphic
computing [9].

The crystallization behavior, especially crystallization speed, of GST
is a critical material parameter in PCM applications. For example, if
PCM can operate with a crystallization speed of sub 10 ns, it can di-
rectly compete with conventional memories such as dynamic random-
access memory (DRAM). As such, the crystallization kinetics of GST has

been a subject of intensive studies in both experiment and theory. On
the theoretical side, the fast phase-switching of GST allows for direct
simulations of crystallization of the amorphous phase using ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) based on the density functional theory
(DFT), enlightening crystallization mechanism at the atomic scale. For
example, it was found that fast crystallization of GST originates from
the medium-range order represented by fourfold rings [10]. The AIMD
simulation can also reveal the effect of dopants explicitly; it was de-
monstrated that Bi dopants shorten the crystallization time, but N do-
pants hinder growth of crystal planes by distorting fourfold rings
[11,12]. However, since AIMD is limited to model systems with a few
hundreds of atoms, the computational results on disordered phases are
significantly influenced by finite-size effects.

Recently, machine-learning approaches are attracting wide interests
as they are poised to overcome the computational limitation of AIMD
[13]. In this method, general mathematical models such as neural
network [14] and Gaussian process [15] are trained over ab initio en-
ergies and predict energies of untrained structures with computational
speeds higher than ab initio methods by thousands-fold. The machine-
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learning approach to construct the classical potential is particularly
useful for systems with complicated bonding natures such as GST. In
Refs. [16–22], the neural network potential (NNP) was developed for
amorphous GeTe (a-GeTe) and employed in a variety of simulations
that go far beyond the current scope of AIMD. In particular, the crys-
tallization behavior of a-GeTe models with a realistic scale was ex-
tensively studied, analyzing influences of temperature and interface
[17,18].

In the previous simulation of GeTe using the machine-learning po-
tential [17], we pay attention to one critical aspect in the simulation
results: the crystallization showed very short incubation periods (the
time span before appearance of supercritical nuclei [23]) at most
temperatures between 500 and 650 K. This contrasts with many AIMDs
on GeTe and Ge2Sb2Te5 that record salient incubation periods of
0.1 ~ 2 ns [10–12,23–28]. Such incubation-free growths are re-
miniscent of the crystallization behavior of Ge2Sb2Te5 with a pre-ex-
isting crystalline seed [29], implying that NNP may have under-
estimated the nucleation barrier. Furthermore, in Ref. [17], the entire
crystallization process including nucleation and growth completes
within a few nanoseconds over temperatures between 500 and 650 K, at
variance with experiments reporting the minimum crystallization time
of ~30 ns for laser-induced crystallization for melt-quenched GeTe
samples [30,31]. The electrical-pulse experiment on PCM employing
Ge2Sb2Te5 also found that the phase change takes at least 10 ns.
[2,32–34] Since the maximum crystal growth velocity in Ref. [17] is
only about a factor of 2 higher than the experimental value [35], this
indicates that the nucleation rate might be overestimated in the simu-
lation. We note that crystallization time of only 1 ns was reported for
PCM with 20-nm thick GeTe [36]. In this case, the crystalline rim
surrounding amorphous region lead to a growth-dominated crystal-
lization, skipping the nucleation stage.

In this work, to address and resolve the above issue, we closely
analyze the amorphous GeTe obtained through melt-quench simulation
with NNP. We find that the degree of planarity of fourfold rings, which
represents the medium-range order, is overestimated by NNP, resulting
in a low nucleation barrier. By including relaxation trajectories by DFT
into the training set, we find significant improvements in the fine fea-
ture of medium-range order. The improved NNP allows for studying
crystallization more realistically. The remaining sections are organized
as follows: we discuss details on training NNP and simulation setup in
Section 2. In Section 3.1, we reproduce the abnormally fast crystal-
lization of conventional NNP and suggest an approach to improve NNP.
In the ensuing Sections of 3.2 and 3.3, we analyze the structural
property and crystallization behavior by the improved NNP, respec-
tively. Section 4 summarizes this work.

2. Methods

2.1. Training NNP

We train NNP over reference structures made of various liquid,
amorphous, and crystalline phases, as summarized in Table 1. (Full
details of the training set are provided in the Supplementary informa-
tion.) These structures are mostly sampled from trajectories during
AIMD carried out with Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)
[37,38]. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional is employed to ap-
proximate exchange–correlation energies of electrons [39] and the
energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis is set to 200 eV during AIMD.
The total energies and atomic forces for reference structures are re-
calculated with higher accuracy by adopting the energy cutoff of
400 eV and a k-point grid with spacing smaller than 0.314 Å−1. These
settings ensure convergence of total energies and atomic forces to
within 1 meV/atom and 0.05 eV/Å, respectively.

In Table 1, besides standard structures with stoichiometric GeTe, we
include MD trajectories produced in certain processes to enhance ac-
curacy and stability of NNP. For instance, the melting process of crystal

includes information on the energy barrier between liquid and crystal,
which is found to be effective in preventing facile crystallization during
melt-quench processes. On the other hand, the structures sampled from
unary Ge and Te liquids and their diffusional mixing are employed to
rectify ad hoc energy mapping in multi-component systems [40], pre-
cluding phase separation during liquid simulations. The “ring relaxa-
tion” structure in Table 1 will be explained in Section 3.1. In Table 1,
root-mean-square errors (RMSE) for energy is the largest for the
amorphous structure. However, variations in RMSE by a few meV/atom
can result from different distributions of initial weights, and NNPs from
independent trainings produce the maximum error for other structural
subsets. (See the Supplementary information for details.) This reflects a
stochastic nature of learning procedure.

We train NNP using SIMPLE-NN [41]. The structure of the neural
network is 70-30-30-1 with atom-centered symmetry functions as input
features that encode the local environment around an atom [42]. The
symmetry functions consisting of 16 radial and 54 angular components
are evaluated with a cutoff radius of 7 Å. Specific parameters for each
symmetry function are the same as in Ref. [43]. Since the symmetry
functions are highly correlated with each other, decorrelating them
with principal component analysis (PCA) accelerates convergence in
training. Thus, we transform symmetry function vectors by PCA
without truncating dimensions. After the transformation, variances of
all components are further normalized (whitened). The loss function is
defined as the sum of RMSE for energy and force and L2 regularization
term with a coefficient of 10−8. The regularization term is used and its
optimized coefficient is determined to prevent undertraining or over-
fitting of the ring relaxation data. (See the Supplementary information
for the detailed procedure.) One-fifth of the training data are randomly
chosen and used as a validation set.

In the present work, we develop two types of NNP. The first one,
named c-NNP, is constructed in a conventional way by including the
reference structures in Table 1 except for the “ring relaxation.” As we
will discuss in the next section in more detail, c-NNP is equivalent to
that used in the previous literatures, describing the medium-range
order inaccurately by flattening fourfold rings. To improve this, we add
to the training set trajectories followed when a-GeTe obtained with c-
NNP is relaxed under DFT. For convenience, we call this updated NNP
as m-NNP. The RMSEs for energy and force of the validation set are
shown in Table 1. The total RMSEs for energy and force are under
5.0 meV/atom and 0.3 eV/Å, respectively. See the Supplementary in-
formation for further details of training quality.

2.2. Classical molecular dynamics simulations

All the classical MD simulations based on NNP are performed by the
LAMMPS package [44]. The amorphous model of 4096-atom GeTe is
generated by the melt-quench process. The initial 4096-atom liquid
model (l-GeTe) with the cubic cell is set by replicating a snapshot from
64-atom AIMD trajectories at 1000 K. The initial structure is equili-
brated for 100 ps at 1000 K and quenched to 300 K with a acooling rate
of −15 K/ps [45]. During the whole melt-quench process, the density is
fixed to 34.6 atoms/nm3 that corresponds to an experimental density of
a-GeTe [46]. Finally, the cell volume and atomic coordinates of the
quenched structure are relaxed at 0 K. The temperature is controlled by
the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and a time step of 1 fs is used. The struc-
tural features of l-GeTe and a-GeTe such as the radial distribution
function (RDF) and the angular distribution function (ADF) are ob-
tained by averaging over MD trajectories at 1000 and 300 K, respec-
tively.

To investigate the crystallization kinetics of a-GeTe, we perform
NVT simulations with temperatures ranging from 500, 550, 600 and
650 K. These temperatures are between the melting point (998 K) and
the glass-transition temperature (445 K) of GeTe [47,48]. It is known
that the density critically affects the crystallization speed of GST [26].
In PCM devices, GeTe is partly amorphized in the rigid cell that
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maintains the crystalline volume and so the material is under a high
pressure [49]. We consider this by setting the density during crystal-
lization to a value between crystalline and amorphous densities. (See
the next section for specific values.) The crystallization behavior is
monitored by employing order parameters (Q8 and Q12) suggested in
Ref. [50]. The order parameters are evaluated by considering neigh-
boring atoms within 6 Å and the atom is labelled as crystalline when Q8

and Q12 values are larger than 0.21 and simultaneously, it has three
such atoms within 3.2 Å. We calculate the growth speed of crystals from
the time derivative of the radius of the hypothetical crystal sphere
whose volume corresponds to the sum of the volume of crystalline
atoms [17]. (When there are multiple nuclei, each nucleus is monitored
separately in evaluating the growth speed.)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystallization of a-GeTe by c-NNP

The amorphous structure of GeTe is first obtained by c-NNP fol-
lowing the melt-quench process explained above. After melt-quench
process, the optimized density of a-GeTe by c-NNP is 31.2 atoms/nm3

which is favorably compared with DFT value (31.9 atoms/nm3). For
comparison, the density of fcc GeTe is 36.6 and 36.9 atoms/nm3 with c-
NNP and DFT, respectively. The structural properties of liquid and
amorphous GeTe are in reasonable agreement with DFT as well as the
previous NNP result [16]. (See the Supplementary information for de-
tails.) Assuming that about 10% of the cell volume transformed into a-
GeTe, we set the density for the crystallization simulation to 33.2
atoms/nm3 [49]. (To note, 33.5 atoms/nm3 was used in Refs. [17,22].)

The computational results on the crystallization of a-GeTe are
shown in Fig. 1. The growth of crystalline nuclei is similar to Ref. [17]
and reproduces issues mentioned in the introduction. To iterate, the
crystallization completes too fast within a few nanoseconds and the
incubation period is very short except for 650 K. The growth speed of
crystalline GeTe is computed to be 1.89, 2.71, 4.58, and 6.63 m/s at
500, 550, 600, and 650 K, respectively. These results compare rea-
sonably with the Ref. [17] reporting corresponding values of 0.52, 1.93,
3.60, and 5.09 m/s. Experimentally, the ultrafast differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) measured corresponding growth speeds as 0.0001,
0.05, 0.51, and 1.53 m/s, respectively [35].

To reveal the origin of fast crystallization, we examine the structural
properties of a-GeTe generated by c-NNP. As shown in the
Supplementary information (and also Fig. 3), RDF indicates that the
short-range order agrees well with DFT but the second peak is sharper,
implying that the medium-range order may deviate from that of DFT. In
addition, ADF around 90° is also more pronounced than in DFT. Since
the medium-range order in a-GeTe is characterized by the fourfold
rings, we closely examine the geometry of these rings. In particular, we

note that the shape of the fourfold ring is perfectly planar in fcc GeTe
but puckered in a-GeTe. As a quantitative metric of the structural de-
formation, we calculate the inter-diagonal distance (d) in a folded
fourfold ring (see inset of Fig. 2 (a)). The d value is zero for the perfectly
flat ring (as in fcc GeTe) and increases with the degree of non-planarity.
Fig. 2(a) shows the distribution of d that is obtained by MD simulations
at 300 K. It is seen that c-NNP produces a distribution that is sig-
nificantly biased toward zero in comparison with DFT. (The average
values are 0.41 and 0.55 Å for c-NNP and DFT, respectively.) More
planar fourfold rings in c-NNP are consistent with ADF that is sharper
around 90° compared to DFT (see above). Since fcc GeTe consists of
only flat fourfold rings, these observations indicate that the geometry of
fourfold rings in a-GeTe from c-NNP is closer to the structural motif in
the crystalline GeTe than those from DFT.

The classical nucleation theory [51] can relate the structural feature
in Fig. 2(a) to the facile nucleation. In this theory, the Gibbs free energy
change (ΔG) for a crystalline nucleus with the radius r is defined as

Table 1
Summary of reference structures and root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) for the validation set. The first column describes the structure type of training data. The
second and third columns are the number of structures and total atoms (training points) corresponding to the specific structure type, respectively. The fourth and fifth
columns show RMSEs for the energy and force, respectively.

Structure type Number of structures Number of training points RMSEenergy (meV/atom) RMSEforce (eV/Å)

c-NNP m-NNP c-NNP m-NNP

Crystal 504 28,471 3.14 2.48 0.16 0.17
Liquid 500 48,000 4.41 4.05 0.26 0.28
Amorphous 251 24,096 7.24 6.20 0.26 0.28
Quenching (1000 → 300 K) 518 49,728 5.81 3.67 0.25 0.27
Melting (FCC → liquid) 352 33,792 5.11 3.47 0.23 0.26
Mixing liquid (Ge + Te) 301 57,920 3.75 3.07 0.26 0.30
Liquid (Ge or Te) 375 37,500 3.92 3.48 0.26 0.27
Ring relaxation (NNP → DFT) 774 74,304 3.54 0.16
Total 3,575 347,711 4.99 3.65 0.24 0.25

Fig. 1. Time evolution of (a) the percentage of crystalline atoms and (b) po-
tential energy during the crystallization at different temperatures using c-NNP.
The simulations are performed with a density corresponding to the device
condition.
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The similarities in the medium-range order between amorphous and
crystalline GeTe in Fig. 2(a) means that σac within c-NNP is smaller than
for DFT. Since the internal energy difference is similar between c-NNP
and DFT (97 versus 99 meV/atom), Eqs. (2) and (3) indicate that rc and
ΔGc might be small with c-NNP, accounting for the facile nucleation
found in Fig. 1.

To improve accuracy in the medium-range order, i.e., the planarity
of fourfold rings, we attempted various approaches such as employing
symmetry functions with a fine resolution in angles, increasing the
cutoff radii of symmetry functions, additional training data on the
amorphous structure or crystallization trajectories within DFT, and
weighting scheme to compensate for sampling biases [52]. Among
them, we find that the most effective one is to add the relaxation

trajectories under DFT to the training set. In detail, we generate five 96-
atom models of a-GeTe using c-NNP and relax them within DFT. As the
structure relaxes, the distribution of d shifts from c-NNP to DFT in
Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows the energy correlation between DFT and c-
NNP along the relaxation paths and it is seen that the stable amorphous
structures in c-NNP are unstable in DFT and vice versa, consistent with
the structural discrepancy. By including these trajectories into the
training set, we construct a modified potential (m-NNP). Table 1 con-
firms that the overall training accuracy of m-NNP is on par with that of
c-NNP. In Fig. 2(b), it is seen that the energy correlation with DFT is
significantly improved by m-NNP. In the next subsection, we will dis-
cuss the structural properties of a-GeTe generated by m-NNP including
the planarity of fourfold rings.

3.2. Structural properties of a-GeTe generated by m-NNP

Using m-NNP developed in the above, we obtain a-GeTe following
the melt-quench process described in Section 2.2. The average density
of relaxed structures is 31.9 atoms/nm3, matching to that of DFT (31.9
atoms/nm3). The energy difference between an amorphous structure
and fcc crystal is 99 and 90 meV/atom in DFT and m-NNP, respectively.
The structural properties of l-GeTe and a-GeTe are presented in Fig. 3
and compared among DFT, c-NNP, and m-NNP. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show
RDF and ADF of l-GeTe at 1000 K, respectively. It is seen that the liquid
structure by m-NNP - is in good agreement with that by DFT, closely
reproducing peak positions, heights, and widths. In particular, both
DFT and m-NNP produce a main peak around 90° and a shoulder peak
around 60°.

Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) show total RDF and ADF of the a-GeTe at 300 K
and Fig. 3(e)-(g) show partial RDFs of a-GeTe at 300 K. The coordina-
tion numbers, computed by integrating RDF within 3.2 Å, are 3.94,
3.94, and 3.97 for Ge and 3.09, 3.02, and 3.10 for Te in DFT, m-NNP,
and c-NNP, respectively. Compared to c-NNP, the first peak of Ge-Ge
and the second peak of Te-Te bond are improved by m-NNP; the first
peak position of Ge-Ge is 2.67 Å (2.72 Å in c-NNP), which is close to
2.65 Å in DFT. While the position of the second peak of Te-Te is similar
between DFT (4.15 Å), m-NNP (4.09 Å), and c-NNP (4.13 Å), the height
of the second peak (2.60 in DFT) is improved in m-NNP (2.72), com-
pared to c-NNP (3.08). However, it is found that the sharpened second
peak in RDF and the overestimated peak around 90° in ADF still remain.
In our opinion, the fine details of the medium-range order are difficult
to fully reproduce with the machine-learning potential because input
features or symmetry functions primarily focus on the short-range
order.

We further analyze the medium-range order by ring analysis. The
number of primitive rings is computed by R.I.N.G.S. code [53] and ring
distributions are shown in Fig. 3(h). The overall ring distribution of m-
NNP is close to that of DFT. In particular, the fraction of ABAB-type
(A = Ge and B = Te) within fourfold rings is about 80% for m-NNP and
DFT (see hatched regions). In c-NNP, this fraction is 86%, slightly
overestimated. Fig. 3(i) shows distributions of the inter-diagonal dis-
tance in fourfold rings. The average value of d is 0.43 Å for m-NNP,
showing that the distribution shifts away from zero compared to c-NNP.
Although highly distorted fourfold rings (d < 0.50 Å) are still sup-
pressed than in DFT, the number of the planar fourfold rings
(d < 0.25 Å) is almost the same as that of DFT. (The corresponding
distributions at 500 K and various density conditions are presented in
the Supplementary information and they are consistent with Fig. 3(i).)
We also calculate interfacial energies between crystal and amorphous
phases (σac in Eq. (1)) by following the method in Ref. [54]. The in-
terfacial energies are 0.062 and 0.075 J/m2 in c-NNP and m-NNP, re-
spectively. (For comparison, σac of GST was experimentally estimated to
be 0.075 J/m2 by fitting to an expression by Spaepen and Meyer.
[55,56].) Combined with Eq. (3), this indicates that m-NNP may have
larger nucleation barriers than c-NNP. Therefore, it is expected that the
issue of fast crystallization would be resolved by m-NNP as medium-

Fig. 2. (a) Planarity: histogram of inter-diagonal distances of fourfold rings (see
inset) in a-GeTe obtained by DFT and c-NNP. The histogram is obtained by
sampling 500 snapshots of 96-atom MD simulations at 300 K. The distance
characterizes flatness of the fourfold ring; d = 0 indicates that the four atoms
forming the ring lie in one plane while d increases as the ring is folded. (b) The
energy correlation between DFT and NNP for five DFT-relaxed trajectories of a-
GeTe generated by c-NNP. High-energy structures (marked as ‘Flat’) in DFT
contain fourfold rings with small d values that increase as the structure relaxes
to low-energy one (marked as ‘Puckered’).
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range as well as short-range orders are captured properly. The results
for crystallization simulations using m-NNP will be presented in the
next section.

3.3. Crystallization simulations using m-NNP

In Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), we carry out the crystallization simulation
using m-NNP with the density fixed to 33.7 atoms/nm3 that considers a
device condition. (There are two runs at 500 K.) In comparison with
Fig. 1, qualitative differences are noticeable. First, within 20 ns, the
crystallization is completed only at 500 K. The incubation period, in
this case, is as long as 7 or 17 ns, a time scale comparable to the ex-
periments [30,31]. (The large difference between two runs reflects
stochastic nature of nucleation and finite-size effects of the present si-
mulation cell.) This is in contrast with Fig. 1 and Ref. [17] in which at
500 K, the crystallization starts immediately after the simulation be-
gins. This indicates that the crystallization of a-GeTe at this condition is
nucleation-limited, rather than growth-limited. At higher temperatures,
the nucleation is retarded because ΔGac is reduced and therefore, the
nucleation barrier increases following Eq. (3).

Fig. 5 displays the snapshots of a crystalline nucleus growing at
500 K taken at circled instances in Fig. 4(a), and it is seen that a single
crystalline grain grows almost isotropically. The growth speeds are 1.31
and 3.82 m/s for the two runs, respectively, which are similar to
1.89 m/s for c-NNP in Fig. 1(a). We also estimate growth speeds at

550–650 K by taking snapshots from 500 K simulation including a su-
percritical nucleus and annealing them at the elevated temperatures,
since supercritical nucleus is not observed at these temperatures during
the present simulation time. The calculated growth speeds are 2.58,
3.77, and 3.86 m/s at 550, 600, and 650 K respectively, which agrees
reasonably with Ref. [17] (1.88, 3.60, and 5.12 m/s, respectively) as
well as results by c-NNP (see above). After the crystallization com-
pletes, we analyze the defects within the crystalline grain and find that
the defect density is 5% and antisite defects GeTe, and consequently Ge-
Ge homopolar bonds, are the most frequent. As a result, the composi-
tion of the crystalline region becomes Ge51Te49 which is slightly Ge-
rich. This is in a good agreement with the spectroscopic measurement
that estimates 10% of Ge-Ge bonds and Ge vacancies in crystallized
GeTe films [57].

We further study the influence of pressure on the crystallization
behavior by carrying out another set of simulations at the crystalline
density (36.1 atoms/nm3). This condition would correspond to the case
wherein the whole region of the PCM cell is amorphized. (In experi-
ment, PCM cells are fabricated and confined with phase-change mate-
rials in crystalline states.) As shown in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d), the crystal-
lization is completed within 4 ns at all the temperatures, much faster
than Fig. 4(a) and 4(b). This is mainly because the incubation time is
decreased substantially; as the pressure is increased, we find that the
population of planar fourfold rings also increases (see the
Supplementary information), which may lower the nucleation barrier

Fig. 3. Structural properties of liquid
and amorphous phases of GeTe. (a)
RDF and (b) ADF of liquid GeTe at
1000 K. (c) RDF and (d) ADF of a-
GeTe. (e-g) Partial RDFs of (e) Ge-Ge,
(f) Ge-Te, and (g) Te-Te of a-GeTe at
300 K. (h) Ring statistics of a-GeTe at
300 K. Error bars indicate one stan-
dard deviation. The ABAB-type rings
(A = Ge and B = Te) for even-
membered rings are also shown. (i)
Planarity of fourfold rings in a-GeTe
at 300 K by DFT and m-NNP obtained
by the same method as in Fig. 2(a).
ADFs and ring statistics are computed
with the bonding cutoff of 3.2 Å. The
black, green, and orange lines re-
present the results of DFT, m-NNP,
and c-NNP, respectively.
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by reducing σac. Nevertheless, Fig. 4(c) clearly shows the presence of
incubation time at all temperatures. At 500 K, we observe multiple
nucleation sites (four), implying that the nucleation is facile. The
crystalline growth speed at this temperature is 0.5 m/s, substantially
smaller than at the device condition. This is because atomic migration is
suppressed at higher densities.

4. Summary

In summary, we developed NNPs to investigate the atomic-scale
crystallization behavior of GeTe. It was found that NNP constructed in
the conventional way reproduced satisfactorily the overall structural
properties of liquid and amorphous GeTe at the DFT level. However,
overly flat fourfold rings significantly shortened the incubation time,
which is not compatible with experiments and ab initio simulations. By
including the relaxation path from flat to puckered fourfold rings ex-
plicitly, we were able to generate an improved NNP that produces
medium-range orders that are more consistent with DFT. Using the
modified NNP, crystallization simulations were performed at two den-
sities representing partially and fully amorphized devices, and tem-
peratures ranging from 500 to 650 K. At both densities, the finite in-
cubation time was clearly observed. Especially, the incubation time
under the partially amorphized condition was 7 or 17 ns, in reasonable
agreements with experiments. However, the significant fluctuation in
the incubation time implies that the present simulation is still limited
by the finite size and a much larger simulation cell, probably one that is
comparable to actual amorphous regions in PCM cells including about
100,000 atoms, is needed for a systematic analysis on the temperature-
dependent incubation time. This would be a subject in future study. In
conclusion, by suggesting an efficient method to develop NNPs ad-
dressing the medium-range order, this work will contribute to simu-
lating phase change materials more accurately and realistically.

Fig. 4. Time evolution of the percentage of crystal-
line atoms in 4096-atom cells and the potential en-
ergy during the crystallization at 500, 550, 600, and
650 K (a,b) with the density corresponding to the
device condition (33.7 atoms/nm3) and (c,d) under
the crystalline density (36.1 atoms/nm3). The
snapshots at the circled instances in (a) are pre-
sented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Crystal growth of GeTe inside the amorphous phase. Only atoms that
have crystalline order parameters (see the main text) are visualized. Four
snapshots are selected along the crystallization simulation at 500 K under the
density corresponding to the device condition (marked as red circles in
Fig. 4(a)).
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